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BEST FRIDAY EVER
Just Breathe Yoga 

(in studio only) 
 

5 classes for $55
10 classes for $108

1 Month Unlimited for $99
 
 

 

The Moonstone Boutique   
Buy 1 Get 1 Boutique Item 30% Off

 

 

weekend sale
Just Breathe Yoga 

 (in studio or online)

 

5 classes for $75
10 classes for $120

1 Month Unlimited for $108

 

The Moonstone Boutique
Buy 1 Get 1 Boutique Item 15% Off 

 

Just Breathe Yoga(Limit to 1 of each package with promotional pricing per person, non

transferable, non shareable. As always promotional packages can not be extended or put on

hold. Monthly unlimited must be activated by December 24th, 2019 Current packages will be

put on hold. ) The Moonstone Boutique (Discount will be taken of item of equal or lesser

value. Limit 1 per person, Sale doesn't apply to clearance items or yoga mats. All Sale items

are exchange only, no exceptions)

 

The Fine Print



holiday party

sip and shop
 12-4PM

 

 

 6-10PM
 

YOU ARE INVITED...
SATURDAY

DECEMBER 7TH

help support local business and artists this holiday season
 

let's celebrate an
amazing 2019

 
Feel free to bring your favorite

spirits



J U S T  
B R E A T H E
Y O G A

MONDAY
9:30 am Beginner Hot Yoga
4:30 pm Hot Express
6:00 pm Yoga4Every1
6:15 pm Fit & Fierce*  (starts 12.2)
8:00 pm Hot Flow
 
TUESDAY
6:00 am Hot Wake and Bake
9:30 am Beginner Hot Yoga
4:30 pm Hot Express
5:45 pm Yoga4Every1
6:00 pm Hot Power & Yin
7:45 pm Restorative Sound Bath  
8:00 pm Beginner Hot Yoga
 
WEDNESDAY
6:00 am Hot Ashtanga Hour
9:30 am Beginner Hot Yoga
4:30 pm Hot Power Hour
5:30 pm Yoga4Every1
6:00 pm Beginner Hot Yoga
8:00 pm Inferno Pilates* (starts 12.4)
 

THURSDAY
6:00 am Hot Wake and Bake
9:30 am Hot Flow
12:00 pm Lunch Express
4:30 pm Hot Express
5:45 pm Yin & Restore
6:00 pm Hot Ashtanga Primary * 
6:30 pm Flying Fitness
8:00 pm Hot Flow
 
FRIDAY
8:00 am Beginner Hot Yoga
9:30 am Hot Flow
4:30 pm Power Hour
5:45 pm Gentle Flow* (starts 12.13)
 
 
SATURDAY
8:00 am Hot Flow
8:30 am Yoga For Every1
10:00 am Beginner Hot Yoga
10:00 am Pre Natal
10:30 am AntiGravity® 1&2Shannee
12:00 pm Inferno Pilates * (starts 12.7)
4:00 pm Hot Flow 
 
SUNDAY
8:00 am Hot Ashtanga
8:30 am Yoga For Every1
10:00 am Beginner Hot Yoga
10:00 am Kids Yoga
10:30 am Teen/Tween Anti Gravity Yoga
4:00 pm Hot Flow * 
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06 IGNITING THE FIRE
Read how a yogi finds the way
to survive the winter.

07 KIDS & MINDFULNESS
It's time to start your kids on the
path to gratitude. Learn how to start.

09 CREATING THE VISION

Learn how to manifest and set
yourself up for an amazing 2020.

10

ENNEAGRAMS
A quick glimpse of the "sexiest"
personality typing system around.
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STUDIO HAPPENINGS
Set some time aside this year to
grow with our new year offerings.

HOLIDAY SPIRIT
Easy ways to donate this season.
All you have to do is show up.

16

COMBAT WINTER BLUES
Less sun, cold weather and post
holidays...here are the poses you need.

15



It 's the time of year in New York
where it feels like it 's midnight at
4pm and the bitter cold becomes

the perfect excuse to stay home .
 
On top of all that , over eating ,
over spending and laziness makes

it difficult to stick to a healthy
routine . Stagnation becomes

familiar and can create an
imbalance in our mental and
physical health . So how do I get
over it and keep myself in good
health? I practice tapas.
 
Tapas encourages you to find the
fire within . It brings you to try
again , one more time or 1 ,000

more times , Tapas is there to
encourage you to rise up and
meet hardship with a fierce love .
The burning desire and fire inside
is one of the most important tests
along this beautiful path we call
yoga . Encouraging the practice of
tapas gives you the ability to be
non reactive in times of adversity
and struggle . When we face these
challenges head on without

attaching to the outcome , we can
lean into scary places in our life
instead of running from them .   
 

HOW THIS YOGI
SURVIVES THE
WINTER

“EVERY PRACTICE
SHOULD CONTAIN
SOME ELEMENT OF
DIFFICULTY”
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Written by Jude Levy
 

Practicing hot yoga can externally
create the heat in the body , but it 's
not okay to allow that to be our
only way to find the fire we all
need to purify our body and mind .
 
The practice of tapas is what

brought me to yoga teacher
training , even when I thought it
was impossible to give up my 6
figure career and follow this path . I
am hear to tell you it 's possible to
follow your own version of freedom .
I have been blessed , privileged and
lucky throughout this journey . My

path has been with many mistakes

and if I failed , I did not waiver . I
picked myself back up and tried
again . Now , there are some dreams

(and ALOT of poses !) that I ’m still
working on . Yet with the power of
Tapas , I am faithful that all is
coming in its due course of time .

tapa�

Igniting the inner fire
Working with core strength is a surefire way to tap into that sense of ‘fieriness’ stoking

the ‘agni’ or inner fire. The core is where our Manipura Chakra lies, and this energy

centre governs our sense of self-confidence, inner strength, willpower and self-

discipline.The element of fire - which both the Manipura Chakra and Tapas link to - is

also the element of ‘transformation’, and we can see this for ourselves as we take on

those challenges we’re faced with. 



Children today are faced with
an unprecedented amount of
stress and anxiety—25% of 13-
to 18-year-olds will experience
an anxiety disorder according
to the National Institutes of
Mental Health.

We are living in a society riddled with over stimulation

and unsettling events . School children  are now forced to

learn how to prepare for lockdowns and active shooters .

All of this , along with digital addictions and sedentary

lifestyles can create the perfect storm of fear , stress and

anxiety . Now more than ever , we should be concerning

ourselves with giving kids the tools that they need to find

a safe mental environment . 

 

In the last few years mindfulness has emerged as a way of

treating children and adolescents with conditions ranging

from ADHD to anxiety , autism spectrum

disorders , depression and stress . The benefits are proving

to be tremendous .  

 

Mindfulness is the basic human ability to be fully present ,

aware of where we are and what we ’re doing . It teaches

us to stay neutral and not become reactive or

overwhelmed by stimulation or events happening around

us . The purpose of teaching mindfulness is to give our

children the skills they need to develop awareness of

experiences ,  understand how emotions manifest , identify

when attention has wandered and provide tools for

control . 

 

Whether kids are learning mindfulness in school or not ,

parents , caregivers and family members can and should

employ some of the same lessons teachers use in the

classroom at home .

O U R  C H I L D R E N  &  M I N D F U L N E S S
Written by Jude Levy
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So where do you start? It's simple
create the intention and use the
following tips.



MINDFULNESS TIPS FOR KIDS

Establish your own
mindfulness practice.   
Simply put , teaching comes from
learning . Set aside some time to
create a meditation practice of your
own . If you need guidance , come

take a class at Just Breathe Yoga . 

Start with the breath.
Find ways to incorporate moments

in the day where you can ground
with your child and teach them the
valuable benefit of breath
awareness . Breathing exercises will

immediately connect your child to
the present moment . 

Don't force it. 
Stay patient when trying to
incorporate the practice of
mindfulness . Be okay trying several
times before it becomes accepted . 

Move, stretch and notice.
Teach your children how to stretch
and move their body so they can
appreciate and observe all that it 's
capable of .

Mindful eating.
Sit down for a snack and create the
environment for bites of food that
create attention to the senses .

Verbalize your tools.
Make a habit of naming sensations
and emotions aloud and
demonstrate how the use of breath
can instill peace of mind in front of
your child whenever possible .

Explore nature.
Take a walk outside and give your
child the opportunity to be curious
and observe the sights and sounds
of nature .

Kids Mindfulness Series  

Join Lisa King 
for this brand new offering 

Ages 7-12
$75 Investment
Limited Spots

PreRegistration Mandatory
every Wednesday

in January @4:30PM

Studio Offerings

Teen/Tween Yoga

Every Sundays @ 10am

 

kids yoga

Anti Gravity Sundays
@ 10 :30am

 
Pop Up Classes on
Fridays 4 :30pm

check MindBody

 

Establish a gratitude practice .
Gratitude is a fundamental

component of mindfulness , Find a
time during the day to practice
sharing what you are grateful for
with your children .  

Practice gratitude.

Yoga is a great way to increase your
child ’s awareness of the connection
between the mind and the body .
Kid-friendly yoga poses can help
him or her  become more mindful .
Sign your child up for a yoga
class at Just Breathe !

Practice yoga.
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I have learned whole heartedly that we are responsible in some way for

creating our world and our reality . The power of creating thoughts and

intentions allow for the power of manifesting our desires and dharma . On the

last day of yoga teacher training we were asked to lay out our thoughts on

paper on where we would like to see ourselves . At the time , all of the things I

wrote down seemed so far fetched . I asked that I live within miles of my job ,

that I got to wear comfortable clothes every day and that yoga would be my

main source of income . At the time I was working in real estate and lived 40

miles from my job . Fast forward a few months and a friend I met in yoga

teacher training , Nicole Stumpf called me out of the blue and asked me if I

knew how to design shirts . That conversation led us to discover that we were

both ready to leave our corporate jobs and create a life in yoga . Here I am four

years later , thriving at Just Breathe Yoga , teaching for a living and managing a

studio 5 miles from my home . I didn 't possess any special powers and never in

my life did I take the time to really think about what it was that I wanted to

bring into my life . Anyone who is ready to really ask and trust the universe will

show you the way can manifest . Question is . . .are you?

C R E A T I N G  T H E  V I S I O N
Written by Jude Levy
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"Watch your thoughts,
they become your words; watch your words,
they become your actions; watch
your actions, they become your habits;
watch your habits, they become your
character; watch your character,
it becomes your destiny.” - Lao Tzu

vision
board &
meditation LED BY AUDREY ROSE

PRE  REGISTRATION  NECESSARY

$27  EXCHANGE

FRIDAY  

JAN  10 ,  2020

AT  6 :30PM

A vision board is a concrete representation of your desires and aspirations for a

compelling life. They are fun to create and can serve as an invaluable tool to

motivate and inspire you towards concrete daily action in pursuit of your biggest

and most important life goals. With a vision board in hand you will be moving

toward growth in the most important areas of your life!



See It. You must first get clear on what it is that you want to experience ,

create , have , do , or be . Then , use your imagination . What would it look like if

that were your reality? What would be around you? Who would be there?

What would you be wearing? What would your bank account look like? How

would you be spending your time? Allow yourself to have an amazing

daydream . Be sure to spend a lot of time visualizing this dream life as if
it were already your reality. Be sure to practice whenever you are alone .

 

Feel It. You must do more than simply state your affirmations , create a vision

board , and hope for the best . The universe is emotional- and speaks emotion .

So , even though you ’re saying , “I am successful and rich”, you must also feel it

deep within yourself for it to truly matter . If you want to attract an
experience you’d like to have, begin cultivating the emotion that comes
with the experience. Start feeling those emotions right now and that is

what will come to be . 

 

Believe It. If you don ’t believe what you ’re saying is true , then you ’ll end up

feeling the opposite of what you desire . If you want to feel abundant , but you

don ’t believe it ’s possible or that you are , then you ’ll be frustrated by what

you feel as lack- and attract more lack . The thought here is that you really

can ’t force yourself to feel something you don ’t- except , you really can

through the practice of yoga , meditation , prayer , journaling- anything at all

you can do in order to connect with your inner guide and see that you
truly are divinely supported and you can receive anything you desire.
 

Realize it as True. Your beliefs can and will change . However , knowledge

won ’t . That is , the energy of knowledge is a lot stronger than belief . When you

choose to believe in something , there ’s always a slight possibility that it may

not be the truth . When you know something is fact , it means that is your

reality . So, know that the thing you want to create is already yours- and
it will be.
 

Act as Though Its Happened. Finally , the strongest , most powerful step of

all is to act as if it were the truth . Act like the person you desire to be . Act

like you already have everything you desire . Act like you have everything
you need. This is the way to accept your manifestation and open yourself up

for the universe to grant your desire .

Principles of Creating Your Own Reality
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justpowerful.com



Thanksgiving Donation Based Class 
Thursday 11.28
9:30a Hot Beginner w. Jude

9:45a Yoga4Every1 w. Jen

 

BLACK FRIDAY SALE &
Half Baked: CBD & Hot Yin w. Jude
$27 • Friday 11.29 • 6:15- 7:30p 

S P E C I A L  E V E N T S  •  W O R K S H O P S  •  T R A I N I N G S

Christmas Eve Offerings
10a Hot Beginner w. Jude

10:30aYoga4Every1 w. Brenna

 

New Years Eve Offerings
8a  Hot Vinyasa w. Audrey Rose

10a Hot Beginner w. Jude

10:30a Yoga4Every1 w. Brenna

 

New Years Day Offerings
9:30a Hot Vinyasa w. Harley

10a Yoga4Every1 w. Brenna

12p Kirtan & Flow w. Nick

4:30p Power Hour w. Jude

 

 

 

HOLIDAY 
PARTY 
SAT. 12.7

Sound Therapy / Angel Healing
w. Billy & Tina
$40 • Friday 12.6 • 8-9p 

Sip and Shop 12-4pm
Celebration 6-10pm

Lotus Flow Fundamentals
w. Christine Abajain
$65 • Sunday 12.8 • 12-3p

 

Singing Bowl on the Hammock 
w. Chris Schmoger
$25 • Thursday 12.12 8-9p

 

Yoga & Live Music Holiday Edition 
w. Harley
$21 • Friday 12.20 • 6:30- 7:30p

 

Enneagrams w. Robin & Nick
1/3, 1/4 & 1/5  (f) 6-9p, (sa/su) 12-6p

$295 Early Bird Special * $350 After 12/6 

 

Kids Mindfulness Series w. Lisa 
1/8,1/15,1/22,1/29 

Wednesdays 4:30-5:30p $75

 

Yin Training w. Jude 

2/6, 2/7 & 2/9 (th & f) 5:30-9:30p, (su)

11:30a-6:30p

$295 EBS • $200 YTT

 

Vision Boards w. Audrey Rose
$27 • Friday 1.10 • 6:30- 8:30p

 

Tarot Cards w. Regina
$33 • Friday 1.24 • 6:30- 8:30p

 

Love Shui & Meditation
$50 • Sunday 1.26 • 12-3p

COMING 2020



E N N E A G R A M S

The Enneagram is a powerful tool for personal and
collective transformation. Stemming from the Greek

words ennea (nine) and grammos (a written symbol),

the nine-pointed Enneagram symbol represents nine

distinct strategies for relating to the self , others and the

world . Each Enneagram type has a different pattern of

thinking , feeling and acting that arises from a deeper

inner motivation or worldview . Learning about these

patterns fosters greater understanding through a

universal language that transcends gender , religion ,

nationality and culture . While we are all unique , we

share common experiences . 

 

According to the Enneagram Institute , most Enneagram

theorists believe that people are born with a
dominant personality type which can then be
shaped by environmental factors and experiences.
These two forces also tend to influence each other .

Inborn traits and characteristics help shape how people

respond to their experiences , and the environment

plays a role in shaping how personality is formed and

expressed

 

According to Enneagram theory , people do not change

from one basic type of personality to another . However ,

not all elements of personality are always expressed—

people are always fluctuating depending on factors

such as their health and habits .

 

Because the Enneagram addresses faults and

weaknesses as well as strengths , it is often thought of as

a tool for self-analysis and self-improvement. By

recognizing these areas , people can work toward

becoming more self-aware and achieving greater self-

actualization .

 

At it 's best , the enneagram is a tool for empathy and a
guide to self-remembering. A path to deeper

understanding that teaches why it is we do what we do

and where our brokenness comes from , while also

teaching us about our best selves .
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Type 1s (The Reformers) are self -

controlled, perfectionistic and purposeful,

They strive for integrity and have a fear of

corruption. They have a very strong sense of

what is the “right” and “wrong” way to do

things. They are seen as highly principled,

but they can also be seen as judgmental

and uncompromising.

 

Type 2s (The Helpers) are generous and

people-pleasing. They have a strong desire

to be loved, sometimes denying their own

needs in order to make others happy.

Helpers care about other people and tend

to make friends easily. They tend to put a lot

of energy into their relationships, but this is

sometimes interpreted as neediness. They

are genuine and are good listeners, which

means that people often turn to them in

times of need, but it also means that they

overlook their own needs.

 

Type 3s (The Achievers)  like Type 1s, are

driven to excel. Their focus is often on being

seen as successful and admirable by other

people. While they tend to be image-

conscious, they are also very adaptable.

Because they are so focused on

appearances, they are sometimes seen as

overachieving workaholics. Achievers might

be more focused on success than feelings,

but they do tend to be good at what they do

and communicate well.

 

Type 4s, (The Individualists) can be

dramatic and expressive. They have a strong

sense of identity but can be temperamental

or self-absorbed at times. Individualists are

creative, forward-thinking, and highly

expressive. One potential downside of this is

that they can also be very emotional and

focused on their own feelings.

 

Type 5s (The Investigators) are innovative

and highly perceptive. They have a tendency

to become isolated and detached. They are

smart and logical and like to think deeply

about things. Unfortunately, people often

interpret their quiet and thoughtfulness as

arrogance or conceit. They are good at being

objective when approaching a problem, but

this ability to stay detached also means that

they sometimes struggle when dealing with

emotions.

 

Type 6s (The Loyalists) tend to be

responsible and committed. Because they

are so loyal, they often enjoy long-lasting

relationships. They are very trustworthy and

devoted, but sometimes they let their worry

get the best of them. One problem this type

often faces is a tendency to dwell on the

negative. They are highly aware of the world

around them but can become overly

suspicious and even anxious at times.  

 

Type 7s (Enthusiasts) are spontaneous,

fun-loving, and versatile. People with this

personality type tend to be extroverted -

they to be social, stay busy, and meet new

people. They can be highly adventurous and

are always on the lookout for fun.

However, they can also be easily distracted

and unfocused. They might start things

without finishing them, but they are quick

thinkers and are good at maintaining a

positive attitude. 

 

Type 8s (Challengers) tend to be bold,

dominating, and confrontational. They are

decisive and self-confident. They enjoy

being in control and their decisive nature

means that they often succeed in

leadership roles. However, they can

sometimes be seen as domineering and

aggressive. They will speak out and take

action when they see a need for someone to

step up and take control of a situation.

 

Type 9s (Peacemakers) are agreeable and

easy-going. People with this personality type

are usually easy to get along with, but they

can be self-effacing and complacent at

times. They prefer it when everyone gets

along and try to avoid conflict whenever

possible. While this means they are great at

promoting harmony in groups, but it

sometimes means that they will go out of

their way to avoid disagreements, including

ignoring their own wants and needs just to

ensure peace.

 

Join us in January for an in depth journey
of this system and how you can use it to
deepen relationships with self and
others.

T H E  9  T Y P E S
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E N N E A
G R A M S
led by Robin & Nick

The Enneagram is an ancient
personality typing system that turns
the light onto unconscious
patterning.  It assists us in returning
back to our original essence. 
 
At it's best, the enneagram is a tool
for empathy and a guide to self-
remembering. A path to deeper
understanding that teaches why it
is we do what we do and where our
brokenness comes from, while also
teaching us about our best selves. 
 
This guided journey will allow
you to open your awareness to
see things like you have never
been able to before.

FRI
SAT 
SUN

1.3.20
1.4.20
1.5.20

 

6-9P

12-6P

12-6P
J O I N  U S  

$295 Early Bird Special * $350 After 12/6 • 300YTT $250b o o k  y o u r  s p o t  n o w

L E A R N  T H E  E N N E A G R A M S

https://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?studioid=412923&stype=-8&sView=day&sLoc=0&date=01/03/20


Revolved Triangle Pose (Parivrtta
Trikonasana) Twists are great for your

lower back , shoulders , and neck , because
they refresh your organs with new blood
flow . Revolved Triangle Pose  does just
that while also strengthening your legs
and increasing flexibility in hips ,
hamstrings , and spine .

Standing Forward Fold
(Uttanasana) helps to regulate

blood flow and literally “flips” your
perspective . This pose specifically
can feel like 
a hug , and could be just what you
need if you ’re feeling down .

Goddess Pose 
(Utkata Konasana)
connects you to your
essential and unchanging
Self by integrating your
upper and lower energy
centers . By connecting to
your capital-S Self , you
can stop sweating the
little things and be on
your way to true
happiness .

Camel Pose
(Ustrasana) opens
your heart chakra ,
expands your
chest , and
cultivates a sense
of vulnerability .
You ’ll definitely
feel the boost in
your mood !

Supported
Shoulderstand
(Salamba
Sarvangasana)
improves circulation to
your upper body and
brain while also aiding
digestion and calming

your mind .

Winter can be trying
on our physical and
emotional bodies.
 
 

COMBAT THE WINTER BLUES W. YOGA

During winter, the cool air can
bring physical tightness and
pain. Combined with holiday
celebrations that can lead to
disappointment, and seasonal
depression as a result of the
expectations we put on
ourselves, it’s completely
normal to come down with a
case of the winter blues.

Fortunately, we can
use the practice of
yoga to combat some
of these winter blues
and seasonal lows.



D O N A T E  T H I S  H O L I D A Y  S E A S O N

Boys & Girls Club 
of BellportCome  pick  up  an

ornament  from  the
giving  tree  & purchase
a  gift  for  a  child  of  the
Boys and Girls Club
this  Xmas .  

H o p e  f o r  t h e  H o l i d a y s
Just  Breathe  Yoga  will
be  collecting  food ,
toys  & treats  for  Long
Island  Animal
Shelters .

Just Breathe Yoga is making it simple
easy to donate to a good cause this
holiday season. All you have to do is
stop by the studio and choose to
participate in one or all of the following
donation collections.

Donate  toys ,  clothing ,
newborn  necessities  to
support  the  Federation
of  Organizations .

Donation  based
classes  on
Thanksgiving .  All
proceeds  will  benefit
Make-A-Wish .


